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Your Child's ambition is our passion..  
You will not nd us wanting.

Mission: KENSRI is an educational institution for holistic 
development and excellence for global competition.
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What is fun?

Fun is getting acknowledged for personal 
achievement.

What is prodigy?

A prodigy is one who has fundamental, talent and 
accomplishment beyond their years.

Highest award daily child.

Program Highlights

• Oral

• Kinesthetic

• Motor Skills

• Ambidextrous

Bringing Indian languages  

Learning using mother tongue
Sanskrit (Pronunciation and access to Indian 

wisdom)-Local/Mother tongue ,National language, 
Global  language, 

“Learning with FUN”
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SCHOLAR PRE PRIMARY
Children come happily to school to have fun.  

Children come happily to school to have fun.  

This stage includes SANKALP (prenatal, 
postnatal, child prodigy before and after 
school programs), Pre-nursery (2.6 years 
and up), LKG, UKG, Montessori.

REFINEMENT

Through mock sessions for behavior refinements.  School ensures 
r e fi n e m e n t s  i n  m a n n e r s , 
etiquette and social behavior.  
These can be simple habits of cleanliness, 
courtesy, respect etc. to more profound ones.  
This helps your child inculcate habits that can 
develop relationships and friendships.

KINESTHETICS SKILLS

FUN INDIRYA TO GYAN – Applying 
common sense to our daily decisions 
requires skillful use of our sense 
organs.  Fun things are done at 
KENSRI to improve your child's 
kinesthetic skills thereby helping in 
development of gross and fine motor 
skills while ensuring good first steps in 
writing skills.  This ensures the 
children get a firm foundation.
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ORALS SKILLS

FUN - SHLOKA - RHYME at KENSRI further increases the expression of your child with not 
only Indian languages but also English.  Your child learns many rhymes in Indian and 
English language.  The Indian language rhymes also teach values which English rhymes 
seem to lack.  We also improve vocabulary with rhymes.

FUN STORY telling is 
something that everyone 
enjoys at KENSRI.  We 
even give the parents 
and grandparents stories 
that you can tell and read.  
This partnership helps 
the teacher in boosting 
the child's confidence 
towards self-reading.  It 
a l so  he lps  deve lop 

reading habits that are key during the school years.

MOTOR SKILLS

FUN ATHLETE focus on health and participation in sport to help discipline and to make 
more friends.  This brochure provides more details later.
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ATHLETICS
Wellness to Olympics

We are very proud that our athletics system has not only helped children reach 
International levels but also helps in maintaining their wellness by teaching them the life 
style and process.  This includes:

Ÿ Godliness,

Ÿ Cleanliness,

Ÿ Nutrition,

Ÿ Sleep and rest,

Ÿ Exercise and

Ÿ Safety with senses.

We emphasie on both mental and physical exercises which keeps the body active.  
Exercise also assists with the improvement of physical fitness, which consists of specific 
components.

Ÿ Stretch or flexibility - YOGA - Pranayama or cardiorespiratory fitness

Ÿ Speed

Ÿ Stamina

Ÿ Strength

Ÿ Sports skills

If you are a National or International sports person and want to pursue the same, we stand 
behind your goals and ambitions. 

Qualified, knowledgeable and friendly instructors help with every aspect of your training.

KENSPORTS is open between 07:00 am and 08:00 am (Monday to Saturday) and evening 
04:30 pm to 5:30 pm.

Sunday - 09:00 am to 11:30 am
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ARTIST
SELF ESTEEM - SELF CONFIDENCE - SELF WORTH

KENSRI is probably the only system in the world that has a deliberate artistic curriculum 
towards individual shows.  

Complete day: It inculcates that a day is incomplete without artistic curriculum towards 
individual show.  It is a recreation – expression and introspects too.  It has many levels from 

talent Stage to assembly stage to Pradarshan stage to Arengetram.  Enjoy the 
self-expression.  If you are excelling in arts and you want to continue with it, we 
will support you.  Being an artist is also a trait of a leader.  “KENSRI Artistic 
skills enhance leadership” through: 

Ÿ Fun yoga, dance and music- Indian classical dances require a 
strong core and a fantastic breathing, which can be achieved 

with a regular practice of yoga.  The most basic requirements of a 
dancer increased stamina, flexibility and enhanced balance can be 
achieved with Yoga.  Many types of breathing exercises also help 
calm the mind which is again something that a dancer needs 

while performing.  Indian classical music is rooted in the ancient 
philosophy of nada-yoga, or union through sound. 

Ÿ Fun beat - PERCUSSION - Learning Mridangam art has no barriers of 
language. The training ensures that all students develop their skill in this area. On 
completion of the training, the successful students are well prepared for their 
“ARANGETRAM”.

Ÿ Fun media - Media Art is an effective way of spontaneous 
communication of information in an easy way following 

the rules of etiquette.

Ÿ Fun visual art - Visual Art are art forms that create 
work that are primarily visual in nature such as 
drawing, painting, sculpture, Design, and Craft. Do 
you have the ambition, dedication to become a great 
artist? Come and join our visual art team - age group 

5 and above. Decorate your house, develop your visualization.  
Choose visual art as a Hobby, be an artist, art critic, art collector, art 
innovator…

Ÿ Fun Theme Play to Broadway: Every student of 
KENSRI is encouraged to get on stage and showcase 
their self-confidence - expression - worth.  Join our 
almost 3000 students for story telling that will not only 
entertain but will set you thinking and take you one step 
closer to Broadway.
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1. FIELD TRIP: Field trips enable teachers to expand children's learning 
beyond the walls of the classroom into the vast world outside. Field trips 
increase student's knowledge and understanding of a subject.  They add 
realism to the topic of study and they provide an opportunity to develop and 
enhance a student's social and citizenship skills.

2. TALENT SEARCH: The teachers and parents are 
encouraged to help the child explore and communicate 
their interests. By the end of this stage parents are guided 
to select on the child's main sport and art.

3. DOLLS TO ROBOTICS: To enhance the learning of students and value 
Nature, Theme based park will be made class wise and exhibited during the 
Dussehra festival.

4. WELLNESS TO OLYMPICS: KENSRI believes in 
“keeping oneself fit”. Good sleep habits, nutritious food 
and fitness are the key elements to be a good sports 
person. We have introduced sports as a part of our 
curriculum. Students of class I are exposed to all sports. 
From class II onwards children have the flexibility to choose a sport of their 
choice in which they want to excel with the help of their respective coach. 
Students can choose any one sport - Athletics, Badminton, Basket ball, Cricket, 
Soccer, Swimming, Tennis, Volleyball and 
Yoga.

5. MEASUREMENT-MUSIC-MASTI: Is a fun-fair held at KENSRI 
campus with an objective to make every KENSRIite have a multi-
disciplinary experience for wisdom. Here the child learns to buy, sell, 
and handle money and measure.

6. NATION BUILDING: Students learn through application to be 
good citizens of their home - school - community - village/city - state - 

country. The ultimate aim of this journey is to transform students into good 
citizens of the world who respect nature and realize that we are all one big 
family - “Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam”. KENSRI provides students with tools 
to develop their citizenship. We expect them to use these in their own way 
to make the world a better place.

7. THEME PLAY:  Theme plays/KENFEST inculcates a sense of 
confidence in children and to get over their stage fear, nurture their hidden 
acting talents, improve their social awareness and understand the 
importance of being a team player. It also culminates our entire life skill 

program.

8. FUN TRIP:  Fun trips provide an opportunity to 
develop and enhance a student's social and 
citizenship skills.8.  

9. FUN SATURDAY: Fun with learning without 
books.

10. SANTHANGYAN: Traditional knowledge with 
hands on experience.

11. REFINEMENT OF BEHAVIOR WITH MOCK SESSIONS - School ensures 
refinements in manners, etiquette and social behavior, habits of cleanliness, 

courtesy, respect etc.

12. BI-LINGUAL - Alphabets and numbers improves intelligence.  
Indian languages especially Sanskrit was developed by the Rishi Panini, 
who used neuro-linguistic connections. Indian languages have 52 letters 
– all the possible sounds that a  mouth can make. This helps the child have 
better pronunciation and memory.  Indian languages also help us make 
proud Indians by understanding our culture and traditions.our culture and 
traditions.

1. Parents and teachers need to be positive with the child by explaining what happens if they do the right or wrong things.

2. We encourage the child to speak in their mother tongue so that they can easily express themselves.

3. Sanatangyan is all the wisdom  of our country which is much more profound than even the Montessori system which 
helps increase a child's medium of expression.

4. Children are encouraged not only in academic but also to use the energy of sports and the creativity of arts for their self 
expression.

5. Self introduoction, SOUL, talent day, assemblies, special assemblies, teams, FLOW 
expositions and theme play to Broadway.

6. Let us together increase the self-confidence of our children by making them RAP daily child.

7. KENSRI is like my extensive home. 

8. It is easy for me to express.

9. I can tell what i feel.

FUN

I AM A KENSRIite

FUN - CREATIVE - INTELLIGENCE - EXPRESSION
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FOOD SERVICES - PANGEA CLUB MEMBERSHIP
Set in sylvan surroundings our cafeteria is ideally situated in the school campus. You can 
settle down to a healthy breakfast or order some delectable snack or tuck away a nutritious 
lunch. From a simple meal to a gastronomic one we will be happy to satisfy your taste buds. 
Our kitchen is well equipped to cook up any meal you order for in a jiffy. It also offers a wide 
range of snacks, hot and cold drinks as well as ice-creams.

With sports being such an integral part of our curriculum, every student of our 
school can choose a healthy 
b reak fas t  f o r  g rea t  spo r t s 
performance every day. Each meal 
is well planned so as to give you 
the right balance of carbohydrates, 
proteins, fats vitamins, minerals 
and other nutrients

BREAKFAST MENU

Days Items

Monday Idli/Chutney

Tuesday Dosa/Aloo

Wednesday Pongal

Thursday Puri/Sagoo

Friday Poha

Saturday Upma

Sunday Chapati

SNACK MENU

Monday Samosa

Tuesday Kachori

Wednesday Bread/Cheese

Thursday Sandwich

Friday Aloo Tikki

Saturday Onion Samosa

Sunday Paneer Cutlet

LUNCH MENU

Monday Sambar Rice/Papad

Tuesday Veg Pulao/Raita

Wednesday Noodles/Chapati

Thursday Tomato Baath

Friday Pudina Rice

Saturday Vangi Bath

Sunday Puliogere/Curd Rice

AFTER SCHOOL MENU

Monday Bread Bajji

Tuesday Sweet corn

Wednesday Biscuit/peanut bar

Thursday Juice

Friday Fruits

Saturday Sandwich

Sunday Chips/Chocolates
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TRANSPORTATION

1. Transport facility will be provided for the students. 

2. As per RTO our school buses are installed with CCTV and GPRS along with a lady 
attender in each bus.  As per the availability of the number in the bus, the students will be 
accommodated in the school bus. We believe in first come first service, students who are 
already travelling in school bus will be given priority. 

3. Transport will ply on specified routes daily.

4. We request you to inform the transport manager if any change in address and phone 
numbers.

5. Transport to arterial routes will be provided during the evenings and weekends as 
per the requirement. Transport can be used by only those who subscribe to school 
transport. 

6. The school management will not be dealing with private transporters. 
th

7. Transport fee should be paid in one installment, the due dates 25  Mar of the 
academic year.  Payment by DD in favour of KENSRI TRANSPORT.  If it's not paid on 
time child will not be allowed to travel in the school transport 

8. Once the payment is cleared, the child will get a bus pass which has to be shown to 
the drivers at the time of boarding into the bus.  Surprise checks will happen from the admin 
department.  In case it is known that a child is travelling without the bus pass, a fine of 
`100/- per instance will be levied.  The parents who are willing to clear the full year transport 
fee can done and the bus pass will be issued valid for the whole year.

9. Transport facility will be cancelled if the fee is not paid on time. 
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KENSRI TRANSPORT ROUTES LIST
1. Vidyaranyapura    2. Yelahanka

3. Hebbal      4. Kodigehalli

5. Kempapura     6. Sanjay Nagar

7. CBI Road     8. RT Nagar

9. Kothanur     10. Sahakar Nagar

11. Thanisandra     12. Hegde Nagar

13. HBR Layout     14. Kammanahalli 

15. Kasturi Nagar     16. Ramamurthy Nagar

17. Banaswadi     18. Hennur Cross

19. Malleshwaram     20. MS Ramaiah

21. Nagawara
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SAFETY & SECURITY SYSTEM
Once a student comes into our facility they are viewed as our own.

A safe school provides a physical and social environment in which students are able to 
learn and achieve to their fullest capacity. A safe school environment also enables 
educators, administrators and other staff to support students in them pursuit without 
violence, the threat of violence or other safety concerns. KENSRI School aims in bring up 
the best of the safety and security system by monitoring the happenings in and a r o u
nd the campus through regular rounds by staff, installation of CCTVs and by 
professional security guards

Safety

KENSRI School & College views policies of safety and security on priority.  All 
our Administration staff, sports coaches, school drivers and attenders are trained 
by professionals in first aid administration and also how to treat and help unwell/ 
injured children. 'Suggestion/Complaint Box' to ensure that the concerns of 

students will be addressed by the Principal on a daily basis. Children's 
movement outside classrooms is monitored by teachers and security 
personnel

Security

Professional Services security guards are placed at all gates

No unsupervised interaction between children and visitors 
within school campus

Parents/visitors entry restricted to the office area 

Access to the school is limited. Access to school is only with 
prior appointments or permission sought through administrative office. 
Violators of this rule will attract a negative mark to the students. 
Interaction between children and adults can happen during lunch time 
and when they leave the school and outside the school compound. 
There are two walls that are not completed as we are sorting out the 
boundaries with the BBA.

Identity cards

All children are issued with a school ID card

School ID card should worn by all 
students and school staff while at 
school

ID cards valid for one academic year 
only

Surveillance

The whole school campus is under 
CCTV surveillance.  Staff and student 
movement outside classroom is 

monitored, except in the personal areas like “washroom'. Our 

Fun prodigy                                                       KENSRI School & College
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administrator also reviews CCTV footage at the end of the day for any peculiar movements 
during the day.

Safety on buses

Buses are fitted with specified speed governors. Fire extinguishers and first aid kits present 
on every bus

Children are looked after by trained lady attendants/Faculty. 
Provisions for GPS tracking and CCTV surveillance are 
available.

Anti-Bullying 

KENSRI School is committed to providing an educational 
environment for all students, employees, and volunteers that is 
safe, civil and free from harassment, intimidation or bullying. 
Harassment, intimidation or bullying (HIB) behaviors refer to 
any gesture, any written, verbal, cyber or physical act, that is 
reasonably perceived as being motivated either by any actual 
or perceived characteristics, such as race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, or a mental, physical or sensory 
disability, or by any other distinguishing characteristics, whether or not the act occurs on or 
off school grounds that has the effect of substantially disrupting or interfering with the 
orderly operation of the school or the rights of other students and that:

A student victim, the parent/guardian of a student victim, a close adult relative of a student 
victim, or a school staff member who wishes to report an incident of alleged harassment, 
intimidation, or bullying, must write a note in the School Annual diary and bring it to the 
notice of the SDS. 

In cases where the administration determines that an act has occurred, counseling, 
corrective action and disciplining will be used to change the behavior of the perpetrator and 
remediate the impact on the victim. False reports or retaliation for harassment, intimidation 
or bullying will also result in disciplinary action.

Dropping off Items for Children

Ÿ If your child forgets to bring something to school, you will still be able to drop off the 
item. However, entry into the school for the sole purpose of dropping off an item will 
be prohibited.

Ÿ Please write the child's name Class, and section on the item, and it will be collected 
from you in the vestibule and secured at a table with the security monitor, who will 
ensure that the item is delivered. 

Ÿ The item will be delivered by a staff attender.

Website Complaint Form

Please complete this online form if you wish to express a concern relating to campus safety, 
campus security or a guard. The form will be directed to the Director of Safety and Security. 
Your name and contact information is required in the event that further information is 
needed.
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SUMMER CAMP
Change of school is difficult for a child.  We make sure 
children feel comfortable with the physical facilities of 
our school. Coming to summer camp is the one way to 
become comfortable. There is a high likelihood that the 
students of the school could also be coming to school 
where your children may 
make a new friend in the 
new school.

A WHOLE NEW WAY TO CELEBRATE

ANNIVERSARY/BIRTHDAY PARTIES

Celebrate a unique Birthday/Anniversary with all your fiends and family to play Tennis, 
Cricket, Basketball, Volleyball, Soccer and art like Visual Art, Dance, Music, Mridangam 
(possible for the first time) and finally to party hardy.  The usual events such as magic show, 
tattoo, painting, mehendi, birthday cakes etc.  We will even get a bus decorated so that you 
can bring your friend in a bus.

Discuss with our school party coordinator about the food, the events and other things that 
you need ready for to have a party to remember.
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GURU SHISHYA PARAMPARA
TEACHER STUDENT PARTNERSHIP

The role of a parent is CRUCIAL in the partnership 

• Habits and attitude

• Teachers  depand or expect right attidute and habits before they come to school each day.

• Habits includes their habits and gunas.  Lets make gunas into their character.  Let this become a family 
and school culture.

• Daily RAP (Review Apply Prepare) makes your child participate and eager to come to class.  Participation 
in class is the best rubrics .  Child participoation helps teacher to know how much the student has learned.  
Lets make this a habit, it reduces stress..  The teachers had made sure by age by class they have carried 
rapport building lesson plans

• PLUS - Plus is a councelling session to parents to expect to see which rewards are useful to get best out of 
them and what dysfunctional behaviour you can expect at that age.  Be aware of the steps that the school 
would have to take if your child crosses the threahold of poor hehaviour  Sometimes it reflects parenting.

• SMP - SMP (Student mapping program) is a very deliberate effort with digitized  files of your child's 
progress.  Please become aware of it and understand the tools that you can use to partner the teacher.  
Reports from subject teachers and coaches are all brought in.  Help the teachers update the student 
portfolio diligently and regularly each year so that you learn about your child and teachers can know about 
their students.  All this resides in the cloud including medical and dental.  Please update the medical and 
dental detail when ever your child visit the doctor.

• Annual calendar - Annual calendar is an important partnership tool to know when we are showcasing your 
children and possibly giving award or recoginisation.  We need your help and support in getting best our of 
the students.

• Please make sure of making an appointment with the first point of contact Student Develpoment Specialist 
(SDS)  Please remember that SDS is the person that keep the SMP file upto date.

• OUTCOME - GIVING BACK MORE THAN YOU GET.  

HAVE YOU TAKEN TO REALIZE - HOW LUCKY YOU ARE!!

Parents partnership
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#1348/444A, Mariya Street, Mariyannapalya, 
Bangalore - 560024.  Ph - 080 - 22026000

email - admin@kensri.in 
Website - www.kensri.in 

Route Map to KENSRI School & College


